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12 ABSTRACT: The dielectric properties of elastomer composites formed by
13 dispersions of bismuth ferrite (BiFeO3) multiferroic filler particles in styrene−
14 butadiene rubber (SBR) were studied. The SBR/BiFeO3 films (10−100 μm)
15 were prepared in the presence of electric (E) or magnetic fields (H), showing
16 remarkable characteristics in comparison with systems obtained in its absence.
17 The dispersed multiferroic fillers form clusters of much smaller size when
18 prepared under E or H. The dielectric constant, ε (measured up to 1 MHz),
19 increases with BiFeO3 concentration until reaching saturation. The rise of ε was
20 obtained at concentrations much lower for samples prepared in the presence of E
21 or H than in its absence. Saturation is assigned to connectivity between filler
22 clusters at the largest concentrations, increasing leakage currents and limiting the
23 dielectric behavior. The whole dependence of ε with BiFeO3 concentration was
24 described using a proposed model. The dc resistivities, ρ, increase with BiFeO3
25 concentration but remain high (ρ ≈ 10 GΩ·cm), allowing using the films as
26 capacitors with filter action between 100 kHz and 7 MHz. The films prepared in the presence of H present strong dependence of
27 the ferroelectric response with magnetic fields applied af ter preparation; that is, electromagnetic coupling was observed in those
28 samples.

1. INTRODUCTION

29 Elastomer composites formed by dispersions of inorganic fillers
30 in an organic elastomer polymer are receiving increasing
31 attention for their applications in flexible circuits, magneto-
32 rheological systems, and sensors.1−5 Of central relevance are
33 the possibilities of choosing the organic matrix and inorganic
34 filler according to the specific application. For instance,
35 electrically conductive fillers and elastomer polymers are
36 broadly used for pressure sensors, where random dispersions
37 of particles may present strain-dependent electrical conduc-
38 tion.6 Alternatives to randomly dispersed systems are the
39 structured composites, where the inorganic fillers are oriented
40 inside the organic matrix by applying an external field during
41 preparation. The structured composites present anisotropic
42 properties, such as anisotropic electric piezoresistivity, magne-
43 toresistance, or magnetoelasticity. We have developed aniso-
44 tropic pressure and magnetic sensors by dispersing magnetic
45 nanoparticles coated with silver (to obtain electrical con-
46 duction) in polydimethysiloxane (PDMS) by applying a
47 uniform magnetic field while curing.3,7,8 Recently, we obtained
48 structured submillimeter films of styrene−butadiene−rubber

49(SBR) embedded with Fe3O4−Ag superparamagnetic particles
50by evaporating the solvent between two magnets. The particles
51group forming needle-like structures aligned in the direction of
52the magnetic field applied during preparation, providing the
53anisotropic properties. The concentration threshold for
54obtaining the desired effect is significantly reduced in
55comparison with random composites.9

56Other devices of high relevance are elastomer/multiferroic
57capacitors, where a multiferroic filler, which presents
58simultaneously magnetic and electric orders at room temper-
59ature,10,11 is dispersed in the elastomer polymer. The
60exploration of these systems has already been started recently
61using BiFeO3 nanoparticles, which are the paradigmatic single-
62phase multiferroic compounds.12−16 For instance, Bhadra et
63al.13 used the ferroelectric elastomer poly(vinylidene fluoride)
64(PVDF), whose dielectric response was enhanced by randomly
65dispersing BiFeO3. Tamboli et al. and Ahlawat et al. reported
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66 on the dielectric properties of random dispersions of BiFeO3
67 but in nonelastomer polymers.14,15 These studies remark on the
68 high potentiality of polymer/BiFeO3 systems.
69 In the present work we investigate the capacitive response of
70 films based on the elastomer polymer styrene−butadiene−
71 rubber (SBR) containing dispersed BiFeO3 nanoparticles,
72 preparing the composite in the presence of uniform electric
73 or magnetic fields. Note that the polymer matrix is not a
74 ferroelectric, as in the case of PVDF. We show here that as filler
75 concentration increases, the films start to present capacitive
76 response to ac stimulus. Additionally, we observed that the
77 ferroelectric response of those films is influenced by other
78 external magnetic fields (magnetoelectric coupling). Thus, the
79 aims of the present work are to analyze the characteristics of
80 elastomer/BiFeO3 films as capacitors, using a nonferroelectric
81 polymer (SBR), preparing the composites in the presence of
82 external fields, and to investigate the magnetoelectric coupling
83 effects.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
84 In a previous work we describe the synthesis and character-
85 ization of BiFeO3 ceramic particles by acid−base coprecipita-
86 tion.17 The same procedure was followed to synthesize the
87 samples used in this work. Characterization studies included X-
88 ray diffraction (XRD), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC),
89 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR), scanning electron micros-
90 copy (SEM), and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). The
91 description of these instrumental facilities was presented in the
92 previous work.17

93 Commercial styrene−butadiene−rubber, referred to as SBR,
94 was provided by FATE S.A.I.C.I. (Argentina). Gel permeation
95 chromatography (SEC) analysis led to Mw ≈ 390 000. The
96 styrene:butadiene ratio, determined by 1H NMR, was
97 determined about 23.5:76.5 with 2% w/w of carboxylated
98 additives.9,18

99 Elastomeric composites were prepared by adding different
100 amounts of BiFeO3 ceramics to a solution of SBR in toluene.
101 The viscous suspension was deposited by spin-coating onto
102 silicon wafers (n-Si), obtaining nondried composite films. Then
103 solvent was left to evaporate at room temperature and under
104 the application of magnetic or electric fields. The fields were
105 applied perpendicular to the surface of the substrate. In the case
106 of magnetic alignment the films formed on the substrate were
107 placed between two rare earth permanent magnets (disk
108 shaped, flat surfaces, 36 mm diameter) immediately after the
109 spin-coating process, and the system was left between the
110 magnets at room temperature until toluene was completely
111 evaporated. The magnetic field between the two magnets, close
112 to the surface of the film and at its center, μ0H, was measured
113 with a Hall-probe sensor (Allegro Probe Model 1302A) and
114 estimated about 360 mT. In the case of the electric field, a fixed
115 voltage (99 V) was applied trough the spin-coated films
116 providing electric fields, E, in the range of 10−100 kV/cm,
117 depending on the thickness of each sample. After complete
118 solvent evaporation, the top surface of the films was coated with
119 a silver layer to improve the electrical contact. The area of the
120 top electrodes used to measure the dielectric properties, a, was
121 0.01 cm2 in all cases.
122 The thicknesses of the different films (after solvent
123 evaporation) were measured using a surface profilometer
124 (Veeco, model Dektak 150). Samples are placed on a glass
125 microscope slide, and the stage moves the films beneath a
126 diamond-tipped stylus, scanning the surface at a programmed

127scanning rate (75 μm s−1 was used). The stylus is linked to a
128linear variable differential transformer (LDVT) which produces
129and processes electrical signals assigned to surface variations.
130The measurements were performed in different regions of the
131films, scanning the samples until reaching its edge. In this way,
132the thickness of the film, L, was measured as a function of the
133scanned distance. A typical range for the total distance scanned
134by the probe was 3000 μm. This range includes scanning a
135broad region of the substrate (500−700 μm depending on the
136sample) in order to define a flat baseline. Average values of L,
137referred as ⟨L⟩, were calculated within a defined scanning
138distance range (500−1500 μm, depending on the sample)
139starting from at least 100 μm since the edge of the film.
140The structure of the dried composite films was investigated
141by SEM using a field emission scanning electron microscope
142(FESEM; Zeiss Supra 40 Gemini) and by atomic force
143microscopy (AFM) using an AFM-STM DI-VEECO
144MMAFM NANOSCOPE IIIA device. Intermittent mode was
145used to take topographic images of the samples (areas of 20 μm
146× 20 μm were sampling).
147Impedance analysis was carried on a TEQ 4 potentiostat
148(Argentina) for frequencies, f, between 0.1 Hz and 1 MHz.
149Additionally, the capacitive behavior in an expanded frequency
150range ( f between 100 kHz and 7 MHz) was studied by
151analyzing the response of the samples in series with a 1 kΩ
152commercial resistance to a sinusoidal wave generated with a
153Siglent SDG 1050 generator. The response of the circuit was
154determined with a Hantek MS05062D dual-channel oscillo-
155scope (60 MHz broadband). The oscilloscope probes used at
156the test points were previously calibrated against a square-
157waveform internal reference signal by adjusting the probe’s
158capacitance until obtaining input signals that match almost
159exactly the reference waveform, thus minimizing probing
160effects.
161The ferroelectric characterization was performed using a
162Precision LC Material Analyzer (Radiant Technologies).
163Polarization curves (P−E curves) were taken at a rate of
1641562.5 Hz by applying a bipolar triangular wave (0; +Vmax;
165−Vmax; 0). Density current plots of dc currents (J−E plots)
166were recorded with the LC analyzer. In these cases the bottom
167electrode, n-Si, was connected to ground.
168The effect of an external magnetic field on the dielectric
169properties (electromagnetic coupling) was determined by
170inserting the sample between the pole pieces (10 cm diameter)
171of a Varian low impedance electromagnet (model V3703).
172These kinds of electromagnets are known to provide highly
173homogeneous steady magnetic fields, H (expressed in Oe), that
174were measured with a Group3 DTM-133 digital teslameter. A
175specially designed setup was implemented in order to place the
176samples between the electromagnet and to provide the
177electrical contacts for establishing communication with the
178Precision LC Material Analyzer. In this way it was possible to
179register P−E curves simultaneously with the application of a
180given magnetic field H, whose value can be arbitrarily fixed.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1813.1. Morphological Characterization of the Films. The
182samples are named taking into account the application or not of
183magnetic and electric fields during preparation (H and E,
184respectively) and the relative mass fraction of BiFeO3 with
185respect to the mass of SBR multiplied by 100, referred asW (W

186 t1≡ 100·MBiFeO3
/MSBR), as illustrated in Table 1.
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187 The average thicknesses of the films (⟨L⟩) are in the range of
188 10−100 μm, determined by profilometry for each sample. The
189 areas (A) are about 0.5 cm2 (depending on the sample),
190 determined by SEM and optical microscopy. These areas are
191 larger than the top electrode area (a = 0.01 cm2 as indicated in
192 the previous section). No relevant differences or trends in ⟨L⟩
193 or A for samples prepared in the absence and presence of H or
194 E were observed.
195 SEM micrographs of films F-50, F-50E, and F-50H are

f1 196 shown in Figure 1 (with different magnifications). The shiny
197 white points (agglomerations of BiFeO3 particles) are

198uniformly distributed in the SBR matrix when either fields E
199or H are applied during solvent evaporation (Figure 1c−f). In
200contrast, if no fields are applied during preparation, the particles
201form larger agglomerates (Figure 1a,b).
202AFM images of films F-10 and F-10H are illustrated in
203 f2Figure 2.
204In the case of the sample shown in Figure 1, each shiny point
205has an average area of 6 ± 5 μm2 (F-50), 0.26 ± 0.10 μm2 (F-
20650E), and 0.30 ± 0.10 μm2 (F-50H), which clearly illustrate the
207filler dispersion. The density of those shiny white points in the
208matrix are 0.04, 1.86, and 2.10 μm−2 for F-50, F-50E, and F-
20950H, respectively, showing that the areal density of
210agglomerates is higher when external fields are applied. These
211results show that preparation in the presence of external fields
212induces a finer dispersion of ceramic agglomerates. A
213reasonable hypothesis for this behavior is that BiFeO3 particles
214follow the field lines when the solvent is still present, a process
215that seems to limit the aggregation of BiFeO3 particles.

Table 1. Nomenclature of the Films

film code W ≡ 100·MBiFeO2
/MSBR external field applied during preparation

F-W W none
F-WE W electric field (E)
F-WH W magnetic field (H)

Figure 1. Top view (SEM) of SBR/BiFeO3 films.
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216 It is important to remark that formation of highly ordered
217 structures, such as macroscopic (mm) pseudochains oriented in
218 the direction of the fields were not observed. These kind of
219 macroscopic structures were previously observed only in the
220 case of fillers such as CoFe2O4, Fe3O4, or BaTiO3, which
221 present very much stronger magnetic and electric response than
222 the BiFeO3 ceramics described here.
223 3.2. Dielectric Characterization. The response of the
224 films to an ac sinusoidal electric field of frequency f was
225 modeled by an R||C circuit in the 0.1 Hz−1 MHz frequency
226 range and at relatively low electric fields, E (Epeak‑to‑peak < 1 kV/
227 cm). In this model the complex impedance Z is given by Z =
228 [R(1 − jωRC)]/(1 + (jωRC)2), where R and C are the
229 resistance and capacitance of the films, ω the pulsation (ω =
230 2πf), and j the imaginary number. In this model, both
231 parameters, R and C, are assumed independent of ω and
232 Epeak‑to‑peak.
233 The determination of C for a given sample can be performed
234 with very low error using impedance spectroscopy analysis from
235 plots of the imaginary part of the admittance (Y ≡ Z−1) as a
236 function of ω. The R||C model predicts Im(Y) = −jωC, that is,
237 a linear response between |Im(Y)| and ω. This linear
238 relationship was already observed for all samples, as illustrated

f3 239 in Figure 3a. The values of C were recovered from the slope of
240 plots |Im(Y)| vs ω with high accuracy (0.2% for a single
241 measurement and 20% for repetitions). In general, the obtained
242 C fall in the range 1−20 pF, depending on W, ⟨L⟩, and the
243 conditions of preparation (in absence or presence of E or H).

244The capacitance, C, is given by C = εε0a/⟨L⟩, where ε is the
245static dielectric constant, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, and a is
246the area of the top contact (a = 0.01 cm2). Actually, Figure 3a
247shows plots of the modulus of the imaginary part of Y
248multiplied by ⟨L⟩ and divided by ε0 and a as a function of ω;
249hence, the slope of the respective straight line in Figure 3a is
250equal to ε. The values of ε for samples F-10, F-10E, F-10H,
251F50, F-50E, and F-50H, represented as averages over several
252 f4replicated samples, are presented in Figure 4 (indicating the
253standard deviations).
254Impedance spectroscopy data for nonloaded SBR films were
255fitted with the R||C model, obtaining εSBR= 4 ± 2 (average
256obtained for several replicates; the error corresponds to their
257standard deviations). This value is in good agreement with
258values reported for SBR in the literature, although departures
259are expected due to factors such as the specific styrene/
260butadiene ratio, presence of additives, etc.9 The dielectric
261constant of films prepared under the same preparation protocol
262increases with BiFeO3 concentration, departing from the value
263εSBR.
264It is worth noting that there is a large spread of reported
265values in the literature for the dielectric constant of BiFeO3. For
266instance, values between 15 and 150 have been re-
267ported,17,19−22 suggesting that ε of BiFeO3 is highly sensitive
268to morphological parameters determined by synthesis, postsyn-
269thesis treatments, etc.
270On the other hand, the usual way for obtaining the values of
271R is from plots of |Z | vs ω in the limit of ω→ 0. Large values of
272R, about 1−100 GΩ, were obtained. However, the accuracy of

Figure 2. AFM images of (a) F-10 and (b) F-10H.

Figure 3. (a) The ordinate represents 10−6|Y|/(ε0a/⟨L⟩) which is plotted as a function of ω = 2πf. (b) A log−log plot of |(tan(δ)−1)| as a function of
ω = 2πf. Blue square, F- 10; magenta square, F-10E; black square, F-10H, yellow star, F-50; green star, F-50E; purple star, F-50H.
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273 those values was very low because the signals from impedance
274 spectroscopy present large fluctuations (larger than 50%) at low
275 frequencies for currents lower than nA, as in this case. Thus,
276 determinations of the electrical resistivity, ρ, were performed by
277 a different method (dc J−E plots, presented in section 3.5).
278 From Figure 4 it can be observed that samples with W = 50
279 present higher values of ε than those withW = 10. Additionally,
280 we remark that samples of equal W but prepared under the
281 application of a magnetic or electric field (samples F-WH and
282 F-WE) show higher values of ε than samples F-W. These topics
283 are discussed in the next section.
284 The dielectric losses are defined as |tan(δ)| ≡ |Re(Z)/Im(Z)|.
285 The R||C model predicts |(tan(δ))−1|RC(ω). Figure 3b shows |
286 (tan(δ))−1| vs ω. Although there is an important dispersion in
287 the data, which comes from the large uncertainty in the real
288 part of the impedance, Re(Z), it can be observed the increasing
289 trend |(tan(δ))−1| with ω, in agreement with the prediction of
290 the R||C model.
291 3.3. Modeling ε as a Function of W. The dielectric
292 constant was determined from impedance analysis as a function
293 of W for films prepared in the absence and presence of H

f5 294 (Figure 5). In the case of films F-WH, the dielectric constant
295 increases with W, but then saturation is observed (Figure 5b).
296 The increase of ε at low values of W (or the filler volume
297 fraction, f vol) has already reported for BiFeO3 in different
298 polymers.15,23−26 Moreover, some authors found that the fast

299increase of ε is followed by a sudden decrease at larger
300concentrations.13,23

301Effective medium field models seem to account for the rise of
302ε, at least qualitatively, but not for saturation at large
303concentrations and surely not for a decrease.27−29 Thus, we
304propose a model to account for the dependence of ε as a
305function of W observed in our system.
306The increase of ε at low W can be assigned to the simple fact
307that the total volume, which is initially only occupied by the
308polymer, is gradually occupied by the filler also. That is, the
309volume fraction of the filler increases, thus increasing the
310dielectric constant. In order to produce this increase, it is not
311necessary to have connection between filler agglomerates in the
312composite. It is just the gradual substitution of a poor dielectric
313polymer by good dielectric filler produces an increase of ε with
314filler concentration at low concentrations. This concept is the
315essence of effective medium models, and it seems to be a good
316description for samples prepared in the absence of H or E
317shown in Figure 5a. It also describes qualitatively well the
318behavior of ε at W < 20 for samples F-WH in Figure 5b. Note
319that the difference with respect to the case of increasing
320electrical conduction with filler concentration when using
321highly conductive fillers (like graphite, nickel, ruthenium
322dioxide, carbon nanotubes, etc.30) where percolation between
323agglomerates is required while here does not.
324A further increase of concentration can drastically change the
325behavior. If particles are well dispersed (as in samples F-WH
326and F-WE), then electron transport mechanisms can occur
327between the several aggregates, and the films increase their
328electrical conduction, inducing relatively large leakage currents
329which opposes to improve the dielectric properties. In the cases
330reported by Bhadra et al.13 and Dang et al.23 the decrease of ε
331at the largest concentrations can be assigned to the presence of
332connectivity between aggregates that led to electrical
333conduction through the film (by any possible mechanism like
334tunneling or hopping). In our case we do not observe a
335decrease of ε with W but saturation (probably because leakage
336currents are lower in our system, as will be discussed in the next
337section).
338Thus, it seems there are two regimes: one at low
339concentrations and other at higher concentrations. In the low
340concentrations regime ε increases with W because there is no
341relevant electrical conduction and the dielectric properties are
342improved by the partial and progressive replacement of the
343polymer matrix by the filler. On the other hand, connectivity
344seems to be present in the large filler concentration regime,

Figure 4. Relative dielectric constant, ε, for samples with W = 10 and
50, prepared in the presence/absence of electric and magnetic fields (E
and H, respectively). The bars correspond to averages over several
replicates (4−5). The errors are the standard deviation of those values.

Figure 5. Dielectric constant, ε, as a function of W = 100(MBiFeO3
/MSBR). (a) Films F-W. (b) Films F-WH. The solid lines represent fits by eq 2.
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345 increasing leakage currents which avoid a further increase of ε
346 with concentration and reaching saturation. This description
347 seems to be qualitatively in perfect agreement with the
348 observations. The turnover between both regimes seems to
349 appear at W ≅ 20−25 by visual inspection in Figure 5a.
350 In order to present a quantitative description of the results
351 presented in Figure 5, the experimental data of ε vs W were
352 fitted by an expression that accounts well for experimental data
353 where an exponential increase followed by inflection and
354 saturation is observed.31 It is assumed that any differential
355 change of ε caused by differential changes in W is given by

ε βε ε ε= − Wd ( )ds356 (1)

357 where β is a constant (β−1 has the same units as W) and εs is
358 the dielectric constant at saturation. Integration of eq 1 under
359 the boundary condition that ε = εp at W = 0, where εp is the
360 dielectric constant of the polymer matrix, provides the
361 following expression for ε, used to fit the experimental data
362 of Figure 5a,b:

ε ε
β μ

=
+ − −

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

1
1 exp( (W ))s

363 (2)

364 where μ ≡ [ln(εs − εp)/εs]/β. The expression given by eq 2 has
365 an inflection at W = μ. Thus, μ provides an estimation of the
366 turnover point for the regime change proposed in the proposed
367 description: although the leakage currents may remain low
368 enough to allow the system to be used as a capacitor, the rate at
369 which ε varies with W, dε/dW, decreases for W > μ.
370 Fits of data points are reasonable good, as shown in Figure
371 5a,b. The parameters εp, εs, and β of eq 2 were considered as
372 freely adjustable parameters, recovered by the fitting.
373 In the case of films F-WH (Figure 5b), the recovered values
374 are εp = 4 ± 1, εs = 70 ± 10, and β−1 = 8 ± 1. The recovered εp
375 and εs are in excellent agreement with the experimental data
376 measured at W = 0 (εp = εSBR) and at W = 50, respectively.
377 The calculated value of μ is 22 ± 4. The turnover volume
378 fraction, f turnover

vol , can be calculated as f turnover
vol = (δcomposite/

379 δBiFeO3
)[(μ/100)/((μ/100) + 1)] where the density of the

380 inorganic agglomerates is assumed equal to the bulk density of

381 BiFeO3 (δBiFeO3
≅ 5 g/cm3, although dependent on crystallite

382 size, structural defects, oxygen vacancies, etc.32). The density of
383 the composites, δcomposite, at W = μ, were calculated by
384 weighting and determination of its dimensions, obtaining
385 δcomposite ≅ 1.4 g/cm3. Then using μ = 22 renders f turnover

vol ≅ 0.05

386for samples F-WH. That is, the turnover is predicted at volume
387fractions about 5% for samples F-WH. Saturation is reached for
388W = 50, which corresponds to volume fractions about f vol ≅
3890.09 (9%).
390For films F-W it was recovered β−1 = 24 ± 3 and εp = 4.5 ±
3910.8. The value of εs was estimated larger than 100 with 100%
392error, which is reasonable since the experimental data points do
393not reach saturation (Figure 5a). Note that in both cases F-W
394and F-WH, the recovered values of εp are in very good
395agreement with the reported dielectric constant of SBR.30,33

396Summarizing, preparation in the presence of magnetic fields
397induces larger values of the dielectric constant of the composite
398with respect to the polymer, in comparison with films prepared
399in its absence. There is another interesting characteristics of
400films prepared in the presence of magnetic fields, which is that
401although there is regime’s turnover starting at f vol = 5% (W = μ
402= 22) that avoid a further increase of ε with filler concentration
403for f vol > 9% (W = 50), the dielectric constant does not
404decrease but reaches saturation. This seems related to the fact
405that leakage currents remains limited in our system as will be
406shown in the next section.
4073.4. Incorporation of the Films as Electric Compo-
408nents in an AC Circuit. After characterizing the ac properties
409of the films, we test them as capacitors in a real circuit, even at
410frequencies f a little higher than those used in the previous
411 f6sections. The electric circuit shown in Figure 6a was used to
412determine the response of the samples to a sinusoidal excitation
413in an extended frequency range, up to f = 7 MHz. The electrical
414field was kept relatively low (E < 1 kV/cm) which for our
415samples correspond to peak-to-peak voltages lower than 10 V,
416similar to the voltages used in section 3.2.
417The incorporation of the films as a component of a circuit
418allows illustrating the possibilities of the structured elastomeric
419composites as capacitors for concrete applications. The input
420voltage is given by VIN(t) = VIN

pp sin(ωt). The output voltage,
421VOUT(t) = VOUT

pp (ω) sin(ωt + φ) (Figure 6a) was measured
422with a digital oscilloscope (see Experimental Section). VOUT

pp

423and the phase φ are dependent on VIN
pp and ω. Figure 6b show

424the experimental data of VOUT
pp /VIN

pp as a function of ω for the
425case of samples F-10H and F-50H. The solid lines in Figure 6b
426correspond to fits of the experimental points by a model that
427assumes the samples represented by an R||C circuit with
428resistance and capacity values independent of ω. The recovered
429capacities are in the range 1−20 pF, in excellent agreement with
430the values obtained from impedance spectroscopy. Hence, the

Figure 6. (a) Circuit used to study the film’s response to sinusoidal excitations up to f = 7 MHz. (b) Ratio of the amplitudes (VOUT/VIN) vs ω: ■, F-
10H; ★, F-50H. RL = 1 kΩ.
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431 new values of ε, recovered by the present method and for f
432 between 100 kHz and 7 MHz, are very similar to those
433 obtained by impedance spectroscopy for frequencies f lower
434 than 1 MHz reported in section 3.2 (Figures 4 and 5). For
435 instance, the values C = 16 ± 3 pF and R = 3.0 ± 0.6 GΩ were
436 obtained from the fits of Figure 6b for a sample F-50H. Thus,
437 the results obtained from this method and impedance
438 spectroscopy are consistent.
439 The recovered values of ρ recovered by the present method
440 are in the order of 10−100 GΩ·cm. To confirm these values, dc
441 density current (J) versus electric field (E) studies were
442 recorded (see next section) in order to obtain reliable
443 estimations of ρ and to accurately evaluate the leakage currents.
444 3.5. DC J−E Plots (Leakage Currents). Examples of the
445 dc density current, J, for several samples, as a function of the

f7 446 applied electric field, E, are shown in Figure 7 (J−E plots).

447 The plots of Figure 7 were registered under positive bias (the
448 n-Si substrate connected to ground and the top electrode to a
449 positive potential). The current densities under negative bias
450 (negative biased top electrode) are slightly lower; the difference
451 can be assigned to the different barriers on the electrode/
452 multiferroic composite interfaces, as well reported in the
453 literature.34,35 Values of the electrical resistivity, ρ, for each
454 SBR/BiFeO3 film were obtained from the inverse of the J−E
455 slopes. The values are in the order of 1−200 GΩ·cm, much

456higher than those of pure BiFeO3 films or compressed BiFeO3
457pellets which are about 1−10 MΩ cm.17

458Although a systematic concentration scan of ρ as a function
459of W was not performed, the observed trend in the composites
460is that ρ for W = 50 is much lower than for W = 10, at a given
461preparation protocol. Additionally, at W = 50, ρ is much lower
462for samples prepared in the presence of the fields E or H: ρ(F-
46350) ≫ ρ(F-50E), ρ(F-50H). For instance, for the case of
464samples shown in Figure 7a,b, it was obtained ρ(F-10) ≅ 400
465GΩ·cm, ρ(F-10H) ≅ 100 GΩ·cm, ρ(F-50) ≅ 250 GΩ·cm, and
466ρ(F-50H) ≅ 10 GΩ·cm. These values are in agreement with
467those obtained in the previous sections using different methods.
468Similar trends hold when comparing samples F-W and F-WE
469(e.g., comparing Figures 7a and 7c).
470For films F-WH the resistivities are in the order of 102 GΩ·
471cm for W < μ, similar to those reported for PVDF/BiFeO3
472composites by Bhadra et al.13 However, in the present case, the
473decrease of ρ for W > μ is not larger than 1 order of magnitude
474(for example, ρ(F-10H) ≅ 100 GΩ·cm and ρ(F-50H) ≅ 10
475GΩ·cm). This is a significant difference with respect to the
476mentioned work, where a decrease of ρ about 3−4 orders of
477magnitude was reported above the turnover, with the
478correspondent increase of the leakage currents in similar orders.
479Thus, in the present work the leakage currents above the
480concentration’s turnover are limited to 1−10 of its values below
481the turnover.
4823.6. Electric Polarization Curves and Magnetoelectric
483Coupling. The films F-10, F-10H, and F-10E have very small
484values of dielectric polarization in comparison with those of F-
48550E and F-50H (about 1 order of magnitude lower, not
486shown), without observing appreciable magnetoelectric cou-
487pling at room temperature. The following analysis corresponds
488to films F-50H only. Electric polarization curves of a F-50H
489 f8film are shown in Figure 8a.
490These curves are representative of the dependence of the
491dielectric polarization, P, with an applied electric field, E (dc),
492referred as P−E plots. All F-50H films presented electric
493hysteresis, assigned to the well-known ferroelectric behavior of
494the BiFeO3 ceramics. The different plots in Figure 8a
495correspond to P−E curves that were scanned in the presence
496of different magnetic field, H, applied on the already prepared
497films. Note that the field H shown in Figure 8 is not the field
498used to prepare the films, which was always 360 mT. This field
499H is the magnetic field applied on the films F-50H when
500recording the P−E curves.
501The scanned electric fields in the P−E curves are limited to a
502range allowed by the instrumentation (±10 kV/cm). In that
503range, no saturation of the polarization is reached. As a
504consequence, the maximum polarization value does not
505correspond to saturation of the dielectric response, a well-
506known effect.36 Moreover, a polarization downturn is observed
507for higher electrical fields. This is likely an artifact related to the
508presence of leakage currents in the capacitor.37 Therefore, the
509P−E plots shown in Figure 8a must be taken only as an
510indication of the ferroelectric nature of the composites and of
511the relative variation of the P−E curves with H, but not as
512representative of quantitative values of P. For this reason, the
513curves recorded for different values of H are presented as
514normalized values to the value at E = 0 for the curve registered
515in the absence of magnetic field (a relative value of polarization
516equal to 100 is arbitrarily assigned to the point at E = 0 in the
517curve of H = 0). Similar electric polarization curves, showing no
518saturation and increasing of the electric polarization when

Figure 7. Plot of dc density current (J) vs electric field (E). (a) F-10
and F-50. (b) F-10H and F-50H. (c) F-10E and F-50E.
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519 applying magnetic fields, were also observed by Sadhana et al.38

520 in a complex mixture of doped BaTiO3 and ZnFe2O4

521 nanocomposites. Yao et al.39 have also found nonsaturated
522 electric polarization curves for BiFeO3−BaTiO3 bulk compo-
523 sites sintered under oxygen atmosphere, with similar values of
524 resistivity as those reported in this paper.
525 Figure 8a shows that films F-50H present a magnetoelectric
526 coupling at room temperature, given by the increase of P−E
527 curves with H. At fields higher than 1000 Oe, the signals
528 increases above the limit allowed by instrumentation factors
529 and no further changes were allowed to be accurately measured.
530 The relative changes of the remanence polarization with H,
531 below 1000 Oe, are presented in Figure 8b, where P(E = 0, H)/
532 P(E = 0, H = 0) as a function of H is represented for films F-
533 50H. It is observed an increment of 3.5 times when samples are
534 under a magnetic field of 1000 Oe in comparison with the case
535 H = 0. As BiFeO3 is a multiferroic compound that presents a
536 “positive” electromagnetic coupling,40 (∂P/∂H)E > 0; hence,
537 the observed increase of the relative polarization with H (Figure
538 8b) is in agreement with the expected behavior for BiFeO3.
539 The observed dependence of the relative remanence with H
540 is approximately linear in the considered range, with a variation
541 rate about 3.5 × 10−3 Oe−1. In principle, that value can be
542 compared with estimations of 1/Prem(∂P/∂H)E=0, using
543 reported values, where Prem is the remanence polarization,
544 Prem = P(E = 0, H = 0). However, the spread of reported values
545 is very large, as shown in the following discussion. For the first
546 factor, Prem, values in the range 0.1−20 μC cm−2 have been
547 reported for BiFeO3 bulk.

41−48 The other factor, (∂P/∂H)E=0,
548 can be taken equal to the product of two other factors: [(∂P/
549 ∂H)E=0][(∂P/∂H)E=0]. These two last factors can be obtained
550 from literature, but a large diversity of values are found,
551 dependent on the type of samples (e.g., films or pellets),
552 synthesis conditions, Bi substitution, etc. The first factor, [(∂P/
553 ∂H)E=0], must be taken from P−E curves where saturation is
554 reached (the factor is equal to the slope of the P−E curves at E
555 = 0 in those plots), presenting reported values in the range
556 10−4−10−1 μCV−1 cm−1.41,44,49 In the case of the second factor,
557 [(∂P/∂H)E=0], which is usually referred as the electromagnetic
558 coupling, a range of values have been reported from 10−1 V
559 cm−1 Oe−1 up to 12 V cm−1 Oe−1.40,50 Considering these
560 values, the possibilities for (1/Prem)(∂P/∂H)E=0 are very large,
561 estimating a range between 10−7−102 Oe−1. The slope from
562 Figure 8b, 3.5 × 10−3 Oe−1, falls about in the middle of that

563range, not surprising considering the large spread of reported
564values.

4. CONCLUSIONS
565The application of electric or magnetic fields during preparation
566constitutes a significant improvement for using elastomer/
567BiFeO3 in electronics. These composites can be used as
568capacitive components in electrical circuits, displaying low
569leakage currents. Preliminary evidence of magnetoelectric
570coupling, with a strong dependence of the dielectric polar-
571ization curves with magnetic fields applied after preparation was
572found. Thus, a ferroelectric polymer is not an imperative
573requisite in order to obtain elastic capacitors with remarkable
574features. The key factor seems to be the improvement in the
575dispersion of BiFeO3 a driven by the fields applied during
576preparation.
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